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Dear Friend of Rabbi Judith, 

After more than 20 years as our spiritual leader, Rabbi Judith HaLevy will be 
retiring at the end of June. She has led our community through holidays, 
High Holy Days and life cycle events, has educated and inspired us and our 
children and their children, and much more.   

So much of who we are today as a synagogue and community has evolved 
from her vision, leadership, dedication and love.  On May 20th our annual 
Gala is dedicated to celebrating and honoring Rabbi Judith’s extraordinary 
journey of two decades with us -- and we will be fulfilling her only request 
for a parting gift: to capture the story of her years with MJCS.  

In granting the Rabbi’s wish, we are pleased to announce that we will be 
creating a beautiful, large format color printed collection of photos, stories 
and sentiments from members of our community as our collective gift to 

her, to be presented at the Gala. 

This memorable gift to the Rabbi from us will be the only source of fundraising (other than Event 
tickets) at this year’s annual Gala Event. 

We invite you to be part of this once in a lifetime legacy by purchasing space and including your 
photos, stories, and best wishes in this special Tribute Book. There will be no auctions, paddle 
pledges or raffle tickets – all we want is your presence at the Event and in the pages of the Tribute 
Book. And in further honor of Rabbi Judith, a portion of the proceeds will be contributed to a 
permanent MJCS Educational Endowment being established in Rabbi Judith’s name. 

The deadline for ordering space is April 1, 2017! 

Messages and photos can be accepted through April 1.  An order form is attached for your 
convenience.  Please call me, Dana at 310.463.8041 or email MJCSSisterhood@gmail.com if you 
have any questions. 

With gratitude, 

Dana and Steven Weinberg
Gala Committee Co-Chairs on behalf of the entire Host Committee 
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